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Abstract

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration is developing battery and fuel cell technology to meet the expected energy storage needs of human exploration systems. Improving battery performance and safety for human missions enhances a number of exploration systems, including un-tethered extravehicular activity suits and transportation systems including landers and rovers. Similarly, improved fuel cell and electrolyzer systems can reduce mass and increase the reliability of electrical power, oxygen, and water generation for crewed vehicles, depots and outposts. To achieve this, NASA is developing “non-flow-through” proton-exchange-membrane fuel cell stacks, and electrolyzers coupled with low-permeability membranes for high pressure operation. The primary advantage of this technology set is the reduction of ancillary parts in the balance-of-plant – fewer pumps, separators and related components should result in fewer failure modes and hence a higher probability of achieving very reliable operation, and reduced parasitic power losses enable smaller reactant tanks and therefore systems with lower mass and volume. Key accomplishments over the past year include the fabrication and testing of several robust, small-scale non-flow-through fuel cell stacks that have demonstrated proof-of-concept. NASA is also developing advanced lithium-ion battery cells, targeting cell-level safety and very high specific energy and energy density. Key accomplishments include the development of silicon composite anodes, lithiated-mixed-metal-oxide cathodes, low-flammability electrolytes, and cell-incorporated safety devices that promise to substantially improve battery performance while providing a high level of safety.

I. Introduction

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) is developing battery and fuel cell technology to meet the expected energy storage needs of human exploration systems. Improving battery performance and safety for human missions enhances a number of exploration systems, including un-tethered extravehicular activity (EVA) suits and transportation systems including landers and rovers. Similarly, improved fuel cell and electrolyzer systems can reduce mass and increase the reliability of electrical power, oxygen, and water generation for crewed vehicles, depots and outposts.

To achieve this, NASA is developing “non-flow-through” proton-exchange-membrane fuel cell stacks, and electrolyzers coupled with low-permeability membranes for high pressure operation. NASA is also developing rechargeable lithium-ion batteries, targeting cell-level safety and very high specific energy and energy density. The following sections outline representative human exploration mission needs for energy storage systems, and NASA’s technical approach and recent accomplishments in technology development for batteries and fuel cells.

This work was based on the needs of NASA’s Constellation program to return humans to the Moon in preparation for the human exploration of Mars, (Ref. 1) and is broadly applicable to a variety of exploration missions including lunar outposts, crewed missions to near-Earth objects and Mars, and human exploration using real-time robotic operations.
II. Mission Needs for Energy Storage

Energy storage technologies are critically important to human exploration. Improved battery performance in cells safe enough for human missions enhances a number of exploration systems, including extending the range, duration, or capabilities of un-tethered extravehicular activity suits and transportation systems including landers and rovers. Similarly, improved fuel cell and electrolyzer systems can reduce mass and increase the reliability of electrical power, oxygen, and water generation for crewed vehicles and planetary or lunar outposts. Reducing the number of ancillary parts in the balance-of-plant should result in fewer failure modes and hence a higher probability of very reliable operation, and reduced parasitic power losses enable smaller reactant tanks and therefore systems with lower mass and volume. NASA’s Constellation program identified critical mission needs for energy storage systems, targeting mission scenarios that included extended human presence on the lunar surface. These needs are described below. Note that these needs are relevant to a broad class of human exploration missions because they are also representative of the needs of crewed vehicles including landers and rendezvous craft, and mobile human operations including EVA suits, crewed rovers, and telerobotically operated systems.

A. EVA Needs

Lunar surface missions require an untethered space suit that is effectively a single person space vehicle which requires an independent power supply. Historical space suit designs and trade studies have indicated that batteries are the energy storage technology of choice. For Constellation, three requirements have very high priority: (Ref. 2) 1) 8 hr of continuous operation to allow for uninterrupted astronaut activity without swapping out batteries; 2) the provision of sufficient energy to power all of the components needed for an effective mission; and 3) human-safe operation, with cell-level safety highly desirable. The total energy required to power fans, pumps, processors, controllers, valves, heaters and sensors for life support, electronics and processors for communications, and auxiliary equipment such as lights and cameras, is estimated at 1155 Wh including component duty cycles, losses and margin. The desired mass allocation for a battery unit is 5 kg and the volume allocation is 3 liters. These batteries are expected to operate over the temperature range of 0 to 30 °C in 1/6th of Earth’s gravity and be deployed
every other day for six months, requiring just 100 cycles for their expected lifetime. The resulting need is to deliver 231 Wh/kg and 373 Wh/l at 0 °C and a discharge rate of C/10 (discharge of full capacity in 10 hr). Current battery technologies do not meet these requirements. For reference, the lithium-ion batteries flown on the Mars Spirit and Opportunity rovers represent the state-of-the-art in flight-qualified secondary batteries, and their performance is 83 Wh/kg at 0 °C and a C/10 discharge rate.

B. Lander Needs

The lunar lander as envisioned by the Constellation program will be capable of landing astronauts on the Moon, providing life support and a base for initial surface exploration missions, and returning the crew to the spacecraft that will bring them home to Earth. The lander will launch aboard a rocket into low Earth orbit, where it and the Earth departure stage will rendezvous with the crew vehicle prior to being propelled toward the Moon. The lander consists of two main modules: the descent module and ascent module. Power requirements for each are as follows (Ref. 3).

For the ascent stage, advanced secondary (rechargeable) batteries are considered a critical need. The first design cycle for the lander project recommended a 14.2 kWh primary (nonrechargeable) battery with a 67 kg mass, but they assumed no faults, no redundancy, and minimum ascent duration. A second design cycle considered fault management which led to the recommended use of secondary batteries to address three key risks associated with primary batteries:

1. Inability to verify proper battery function in-flight before critical use;
2. Need for instantaneous power in case of mission abort during descent requires oversized primary batteries (increasing mass); and
3. A power drop from the crew vehicle to the lander during a portion of the shadowed trans-lunar injection limits overall lander power availability.

Figure 2.—A lunar lander concept would use advanced batteries to increase the ascent stage’s capability, and advanced fuel cells to provide power for the descent stage.
Operational requirements for the batteries are similar to those listed for the EVA mission: operability over 0 to 30 °C over the range of 0 to 1 g, at a nominal full capacity discharge time of 7 hr, with only 10 cycles required for the life of the battery. Human-safe operation is required, with cell-level safety highly desirable. The mass should be comparable to a primary battery to maximize payload capability. This yields a requirement of nominally 210 Wh/kg at 0 °C and C/10.

For the descent stage, proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells are considered enhancing. A key requirement is the ability to operate on propellant residuals while the descent stage serves as an initial lunar base for surface operations. The descent stage requires a nominal power level of 3 kW with 5.5 kW peak, operating for 220 hr continuously. For a sortie mission, the fuel cell must provide 9 days (216 hr) of power continuously to the lander (2 days during flight and 7 days on the surface). For an outpost mission, the fuel cell provides power for 3 days continuously (2 days in flight, 1 day on surface), then the lander is quiescent for 210 days awaiting launch. The quiescent power is supplied by the lunar surface power system, but only the ascent module needs to remain operative during that time. The lander’s fuel cell will be operated until all the propellant residuals have been converted into water and power. For comparison, the alkaline fuel cells currently being flown on the Space Shuttle fleet cannot be operated on residual fuels, and have a dwindling supplier chain in the face of newly developed PEM technology.

C. Lunar Surface Needs

Lunar surface systems consist of habitats, mobility systems, communications and navigation, in-situ resource utilization operations, and science experiments. Regenerative fuel cells are considered enabling for lunar surface power units to provide power above normal outpost operations and to store sufficient energy to meet power usage requirements during eclipse periods. The technology needs for energy storage are based upon the results of a NASA-sponsored study which assumed an outpost established at the lunar South Pole near the rim of the Shackelton Crater (Refs. 4 and 5). At this location, insolation is available 90 percent of the time with a maximum eclipse period of 122 hr occurring during the lunar winter (Ref. 6). In addition to providing energy storage to span this relatively long shadowed period, surface systems are expected to be robust and long-lived to minimize the number of maintenance operations and resupply launches for replacements. An operational life goal of 10,000 hr was set for the regenerative fuel cell. An additional requirement is compatibility with high pressure (2000 psi) reactant tanks to reduce the overall system volume. Low mass and operation from 0 to 1/6th g between 0 and 30 °C round out the requirement set. For comparison, alkaline fuel cells’ 2,100 hr stack life is unacceptable in terms of maintenance requirements or operational constraints (Ref. 7).
In addition to regenerative fuel cells for stationary power, mobility systems including crewed rovers require batteries and possibly fuel cells (Ref. 8). Human-safe operation and minimal mass are the driving factors, with probable cycle requirements of nominally 2000 cycles. Four classes of mobility systems were studied for the lunar outpost: short-duration outpost traverse; long-duration small-habitat sortie; long-duration habitat transport; and long-duration un-crewed science missions. Power requirements differ for each scenario, but a representative rover carrying 3000 kg during a short-duration outpost traverse requires nominally 5.9 kW peak power, 1.15 kW average power and 125 W standby power with a nominal drive time of 87 hr and stand-by time of 800 hr. Minimal power system mass is desired since there is an inverse relationship between battery mass and rover range and/or payload carrying ability. For batteries, this has been translated into the following goals: 150 Wh/kg, 10 hr discharge and 10-hr charge, 80 percent capacity retention after approximately 2000 discharge/recharge cycles, full performance over the temperature range of 0 to 30 °C, and 5-year calendar life. As with every other human mission, safety is paramount and cell-level safety is highly desirable.

III. Battery Technology Development

Our technical objective for batteries is to improve the performance of secondary (rechargeable) lithium-ion cells to meet the energy storage requirements of the lander ascent stage, EVA, and lunar surface systems as described above. Our approach is to develop two types of secondary cells: a “High Energy” cell to meet lunar surface mobility needs, and an “Ultra-High Energy” cell to meet the needs of the lander and EVA suit. The former is focused on improving safety and specific energy for a mission of approximately 2000 cycles; the latter is focused on very high specific energy and energy density in a safe package for missions requiring much fewer cycles. In both cases we selected a lithium-ion chemistry because it has the best combination of safety, specific energy, technical maturity, and performance needed for the Constellation power subsystems. Whereas lithium-ion batteries are currently used for some aerospace missions, none has been qualified for use as the main energy storage element for human-rated vehicles. As such, our cell and component development efforts are directed toward improving the overall safety for lithium-ion battery systems, as well as improve their performance.

Our approach for the High Energy cells is to develop lithiated mixed-metal-oxide formulations of Ni-Mn-Co (NMC) cathodes, electrolytes that are both stable with these high voltage cathodes and flame resistant, cathode coatings to reduce exothermic reactions while retaining performance, and a thermal switch to reversibly shut down the cell if internal temperatures rise beyond unsafe levels. Our expectation is that these components, when coupled with a conventional graphite anode, will provide a cell-level specific energy of 180 Wh/kg at a discharge rate of C/10 at 0 °C when operated down to 3.0 V, with 80 percent capacity retention after 2000 cycles. Furthermore, we have a goal for cell-level safety such that they will be tolerant to electrical and thermal abuse such as over-temperature (up to 110 °C), overcharge (100 percent overcharge at 1C), reversal (150 percent excess discharge at 1C), external short circuit, and tolerant to internal shorts (pass simulated short test) with no fire or thermal runaway.

Our approach for the Ultra-High Energy cells is to develop silicon-composite anodes to be used instead of the graphite anode in combination with the components being developed for the High Energy cells (Ref. 9). Our expectation is that this advanced anode will substantially increase the cell-level specific energy (to 260 Wh/kg at the same conditions and with the same level of safety) but will be operable for fewer cycles (only 200 cycles with 80 percent capacity retention).

The corresponding battery-level performance expectations are 150 and 220 Wh/kg for the High Energy and Ultra-High Energy designs, respectively, assuming lightweight battery packaging. Figure 4 shows how individual components are formed into battery cells.

Figure 5 depicts the individual components that we are developing for the High Energy (all components shown except the anode) and Ultra-High Energy cell (all components). These components are being developed in a variety of specialized laboratories across the country, with the integration function being done by NASA with the help of Saft, America.
Early in the development cycle we are infusing the experience of a battery manufacturer to ensure the practicality of our products, including the ability to be scaled-up to sufficient quantities and to be incorporated into industrial processes. The integration function is particularly important because many elements of component performance cannot be determined in isolation. Tests in electrochemical half-cells provide baseline information about new component performance against pure lithium electrodes; components that look sufficiently promising move on to full-cell testing against the most representative components available. This information will help us downselect to the best components and build evaluation cells using those components to determine the best combination to meet exploration needs.
A. Technical Accomplishments

Silicon-composite anodes were chosen because of their very high theoretical capacity. This theoretical capacity is possible because of the large amount of lithium that can be transported into and out of the material during charge and discharge. However, this same feature causes a large volumetric expansion and contraction that rapidly degrades the material and limits cycle life. Working with Lockheed Martin, a team from the Georgia Institute of Technology and Clemson University, and the NASA Glenn Research Center, we are developing functionalized nanoparticles, nanosilicon structures and elastomeric binders to retain high capacity performance even after cycling. Accomplishments to date include exceeding our target goal of 1000 mAh/g at 0 °C and C/10 for 10 cycles in half cells, and for 40 cycles at room temperature. Less than 10 percent degradation in capacity was observed at 0 °C relative to room temperature. Full-cell testing with an NMC cathode showed excellent performance (>1000 mAh/g) through all cycles tested to date (5 cycles) at room temperature. The challenge ahead lies in increasing the number of charge/discharge cycles to the goal value of 200 and decreasing irreversible capacity loss.

Lithiated mixed-metal-oxide cathodes were chosen because of their good thermal stability for high voltage operation. Working with the University of Texas at Austin, NEI Corporation, (Ref. 10) and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, (Ref. 11) we are determining the proper stoichiometry to provide a high specific capacity and low irreversible capacity loss, and the proper morphology to improve rate capability. Results to date show good stability over a wide operating voltage window (4.8 to 2.5 V), and a metal oxide coating that has increased the capacity and reduced the irreversible capacity loss. Initial batches of material have specific capacities that exceeded 250 mAh/g at room temperature and C/10, however their low tap density (0.8 g/cm³) prevented their incorporation into a manufacturing process for cell fabrication. Subsequent materials have reasonable tap density (above 2.0 g/cm³) but are so far limited to ~230 mAh/g at room temperature and C/10. Low temperature performance is a challenge, with ~30 percent capacity reduction observed at 0 °C as compared to room temperature. Our goal is 280 mAh/g at 0 °C and C/10; compare this to the state-of-the-art Mars Exploration Rover batteries which have 180 mAh/g at these conditions.

Our requirements for electrolytes include compatibility with our electrodes, particularly providing stable operation up to 5.0 V for compatibility with the NMC cathodes. We also want reduced flammability to achieve our safety goal of tolerance to electrical and thermal abuse. Working with the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (Ref. 12) and a team from Yardney Technical Products and the University of Rhode Island, we are developing LiPF₆-based materials with flame-retardant additives and nonflammable solvents. Accomplishments to date include a formulation that showed less than half of the heat release compared to a baseline electrolyte, resulting in a pressure rise of less than 25 percent compared to the baseline, and extinguished itself significantly faster than the baseline during a flame test. This formulation showed excellent electrical performance in a full cell fabricated with a nickel cobalt aluminum (NCA) cathode and graphitic anode, but the performance degraded when an NMC cathode was used. Performance with this representative cathode was restored with the addition of Lithium bis (oxalate) borate (LiBOB) to the electrolyte, and the LiBOB is expected to improve the self-extinguishing effect because it aids in the passivation of the electrode.

Under electrical and/or thermal abuse conditions, exothermic reactions can occur between the cathode and electrolyte leading potentially to thermal runaway or other serious safety conditions. We are developing two devices purely to improve the safety of the cells: a cathode coating to improve thermal stability, and a composite thermal switch to break the electrical circuit if the cell’s internal temperature rises too high. Working with Physical Sciences, Inc. (Ref. 13) and the NASA Johnson Space Center, (Ref. 14) we are developing a lithium metal phosphate coating to increase the onset temperature of the exothermic reactions, or suppress them altogether. This coating has shown excellent exothermic suppression on lithium cobalt oxide (LiCoO₂) cathodes, with robust adhesion and good capacity retention after 200 cycles. A recent test demonstrated that the coating can diminish heat release on high-voltage cathodes as well, without reducing performance. Work continues to determine the coating’s compatibility with the NASA-developed cathode and electrolyte. Working with Giner, Inc. and the Johnson Space
Center we are developing a nanostructured thermal switch to reversibly “turn off” the cell if the internal temperature increases beyond a safe threshold. The switch consists of a coating deposited on either electrode’s current collector (see Fig. 5). The coating is normally electrically conductive, but its resistance rises very quickly when the coating is above threshold value. The basic principle for this device has been observed, but work is underway to develop reliable and repeatable operation.

A cell/battery modeling tool has been developed to aid in component materials assessments. Projected cell level performance using data from the best components shows that the High Energy cell should reach 199 Wh/kg at room temperature and beginning-of-life. Predicted performance at 0 °C falls off substantially however, to 100 Wh/kg, primarily because of the poor low-temperature cathode performance. Similarly, the predicted Ultra High Energy cell-level performance is 213 Wh/kg at room temperature but drops to 100 Wh/kg at 0 °C, again because of the cathode. Note that neither cycle performance nor safety can be predicted for either cell design. These results are summarized in Table 1. Note that the cell-level goal of 180 Wh/kg corresponds to 150 Wh/kg at the battery level, and 260 Wh/kg at the cell level corresponds to 220 Wh/kg at the battery level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cell type</th>
<th>Cell-level performance goal (at C/10 and 0 °C discharged to 3.0 V)</th>
<th>Predicted cell-level performance (at C/10 and 23 °C to 3.0 V)</th>
<th>Predicted cell-level performance (at C/10 and 0 °C to 3.0 V)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High energy</td>
<td>165 to 180 Wh/kg</td>
<td>199 Wh/kg</td>
<td>100 Wh/kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultra high energy</td>
<td>180 to 260 Wh/kg</td>
<td>213 Wh/kg</td>
<td>100 Wh/kg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### IV. Fuel Cell Technology Development

Our technical objectives for fuel cells are to: 1) increase system lifetimes and reduce system mass, volume and parasitic power loads; 2) enable the use of scavenged propellants as a fuel cell reactant; and 3) ensure compatibility with scavenged propellant, to meet the needs of the lunar surface systems and lander descent stage as described in Section I. Our approach is to develop advanced proton-exchange-membrane (PEM) fuel cells because they have the best combination of safety, technical maturity, compatibility with scavenged propellant, and performance needed for the Constellation power subsystems.

To reduce system mass, volume and parasitic power, and increase system lifetimes for both primary and regenerative fuel cells, we are addressing the largest source of system failures and parasitic power losses: the balance-of-plant (Ref. 15). Because we will be operating in the space environment, we are using pure oxygen rather than air as a reactant. This frees us from having to remove the nonoxygen elements of air from the system, and permits the use of capillary action to remove product water. There are no recirculating reactants, and hence no requirement for providing either recirculation or external product water separation from two-phase reactant streams. Therefore, there is no need for the major components that provide these functions, and no resulting weight, volume, parasitic power, reliability, life, or cost penalties. These no-longer-needed components include water management pumps, water/gas separators, and injectors/ejectors for recirculation. As these are the system components most likely to fail, we are more likely to reach our 10,000 hr of maintenance-free autonomous operation without them. These components can also comprise 25 to 35 percent of total system mass, and contribute parasitic losses that reduce system efficiency and therefore require more reactants for a given mission. More reactants require bigger tanks which further increase the systems mass so their elimination offers a major advantage for launched systems. Since reactant recirculation is not required, this system is a “non-flow-through” design reminiscent of the fuel cell used during NASA’s successful Project Gemini missions in the 1960’s (Ref. 16). Figure 6 shows a progression of the space-flight fuel cell technology since the Space Shuttle.
Figure 6.—Progression of space-flight fuel cell technology development. Note that the right-most two schematics do not include cooling diagrams.

Figure 7.—Non-flow-through hardware progression. Photo courtesy of Infinity Fuel Cell and Hydrogen, Inc.

A. Technical Accomplishments

Several non-flow-through fuel cell stacks have now been built by Infinity Fuel Cell and Hydrogen, Inc. and are shown in Figure 7. These stacks have been used to methodically buy down risks associated with this new technology. The first stacks had a small active area (50 cm² cross section) and only a small number of cells in the stack (Fig. 7(a) and (b) have 1 and 4 cells, respectively). These stacks were relatively inexpensive and permitted the fabrication and testing of several designs to determine initial feasibility and performance parameters.
Although non-flow-through technology will eliminate ancillary components associated with reactant flow management, the thermal management system for the primary fuel cell and electrolyzer also requires ancillary components. To increase their lifetimes, we have developed passive thermal management technologies to replace current active pumped liquid coolant loops. These technologies include pyrolytic graphite plates and flat-plate heat pipes for direct insertion into fuel cell and electrolysis stacks, replacing individual cell coolant cavities if necessary (Ref. 17). A stack (Fig. 7(c)) was built incorporating flat-plate heat pipes to test a passive thermal management concept. Although testing demonstrated that the heat pipes successfully cooled the stack, a new manufacturing technology that greatly reduces the thickness of each cell may preclude the need for the relatively expensive heat pipes. Stacks manufactured with the new process are shown in Figure 7(d) and (e), again with a small active area to test out new ideas. A stack with a 150 cm² active area is shown in Figure 7(f). This is the expected final cross-sectional size for use by the lander and lunar surface systems, designed for 120 V operation.

Another area of emphasis is developing electrolyzers that operate effectively with both hydrogen and oxygen at pressures of ~2000 psi. This is being driven by the determination that high-pressure storage is necessary to meet the volume constraints for the worst-case requirement at the South Pole (120 hr eclipse at Shackleton crater with 200 kWh required from the regenerative fuel cell). Generating the gas at high pressure rather than compressing low-pressure products improves system round-trip electrical efficiency by avoiding inefficient gas compression, thereby reducing the requirements levied on the solar power units on the lunar surface. Architecture considerations require the electrolyzer to operate in a balanced high-pressure state, placing severe constraints on stack designs; for instance, round cells rather than square may be required to minimize hoop stresses, pressurized containers or retaining rings are required for strength, and high-pressure seals, tie rods and end plates are needed. We are paying special attention to the method of supplying reactant water to the individual electrolysis cells within a stack. Candidate options include water feed as either a liquid or vapor, on either the hydrogen or oxygen sides of the cell. These different options result in different requirements for ancillary components. Operational considerations, such as managing the humidity levels in the reactant product gases, are also being considered.

Finally, Membrane Electrode Assemblies (MEAs) are a key electrochemical component within all PEM fuel cell and electrolysis stacks. The physical characteristics of the MEA, its chemical composition and catalyst formulations, all play a role in determining its electrical performance and durability. The better the electrical performance of any given MEA, the less reactants required to produce that electrical performance, and the lower the mass and volume requirements for the reactants and their respective storage tanks (e.g., every 5 percent improvement in electrical performance translates directly into a 5 percent reduction in mass and volume of reactants and storage tanks). We are developing MEAs by improving catalyst formulations and are incorporating these membranes into primary PEM fuel cell stacks and electrolysis stacks.

Figure 8.—High pressure electrolyzer in test stand.

Figure 9.—MEA with platinum-black catalyst on hydrogen side and iridium oxide catalyst on oxygen side.
V. Conclusions

Advanced battery and fuel cell technologies are considered critical by NASA’s Constellation program to provide energy storage for EVA missions, the lunar lander, and lunar surface systems applications. Significant technical progress has been made in the development of lithium-ion battery components and non-flow-through fuel cell systems. These advancements offer the promise of greatly improving the specific energy and safety of batteries, and of substantially improving the reliability and efficiency of fuel cell and regenerative fuel cell systems for a variety of human exploration missions. These missions can include planetary outposts, crewed missions to near-Earth objects and Mars, and human exploration using real-time robotic operations.
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14. ABSTRACT The National Aeronautics and Space Administration is developing battery and fuel cell technology to meet the expected energy storage needs of human exploration systems. Improving battery performance and safety for human missions enhances a number of exploration systems, including un-tethered extravehicular activity suits and transportation systems including landers and rovers. Similarly, improved fuel cell and electrolyzer systems can reduce mass and increase the reliability of electrical power, oxygen, and water generation for crewed vehicles, depots and outposts. To achieve this, NASA is developing “non-flow-through” proton-exchange-membrane fuel cell stacks, and electrolyzers coupled with low-permeability membranes for high pressure operation. The primary advantage of this technology set is the reduction of ancillary parts in the balance-of-plant - fewer pumps, separators and related components should result in fewer failure modes and hence a higher probability of achieving very reliable operation, and reduced parasitic power losses enable smaller reactant tanks and therefore systems with lower mass and volume. Key accomplishments over the past year include the fabrication and testing of several robust, small-scale non-flow-through fuel cell stacks that have demonstrated proof-of-concept. NASA is also developing advanced lithium-ion battery cells, targeting cell-level safety and very high specific energy and energy density. Key accomplishments include the development of silicon composite anodes, lithiated-mixed-metal-oxide cathodes, low-flammability electrolytes, and cell-incorporated safety devices that promise to substantially improve battery performance while providing a high level of safety.
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